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Abstract

Live cell imaging is an important biomedical research paradigm for studying the dynamic behaviour of cells.

Although phenotypic data derived from images are difficult to explore and analyse, some researchers have suc-

cessfully addressed this with visualisation. Nonetheless, visualisation methods for live cell imaging data have

been reported in an ad hoc and fragmented fashion. This leads to a knowledge gap: it is difficult for biologists

and visualisation developers to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of different visualisation methods, and

for visualisation researchers to gain an overview of existing work to identify research priorities. To address this

gap, we survey existing visualisation methods for live cell imaging from a visualisation research perspective for

the first time. Based on recent visualisation theory, we perform a structured qualitative analysis of visualisation

methods that includes characterising the domain and data, abstracting tasks, and describing visual encoding and

interaction design. Based on our survey, we identify and discuss research gaps that future work should address:

the broad analytical context of live cell imaging; the importance of behavioural comparisons; links with dynamic

data visualisation; the consequences of different data modalities; shortcomings in interactive support; and, in

addition to analysis, the value of the presentation of phenotypic data and insights to other stakeholders.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—
Visualisation of phenotypic data derived from live cell imaging I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications—
Dynamic data visualisation

1. Introduction

Biology is rapidly changing from a benchtop paradigm to
a computational science [WS07], where increasingly biolo-
gists are automating large-scale experiments to capture large
collections of results as digital images [Car07]. Time-lapse
microscopy, in particular, allows biologists to image live cell
experiments as they progress [Jen13]. By employing image
processing algorithms, the temporal dynamics of cells can
then be derived. This approach has been applied, for exam-
ple, to study the effects of genes on cell division in human
cancer cells [NWH∗10].

Visualisation offers a way to analyse and explore the data
obtained from live cell imaging. Yet, existing results are
dispersed amongst diverse papers, many published in the
biomedical domain. Because visualisation methods are of-
ten research theme specific, this restricts their use to spe-
cific research groups. Moreover, users typically seek to ad-
vance a particular niche in the biological sciences and not
the state-of-the-art in visualisation research. As a result, de-
spite the major impact of live cell imaging on biology and

the potential of visualisation to assist in the analysis and
communication of data derived form live cell imaging, there
is a knowledge gap between the biology and visualisation
research communities. This makes it difficult for biologists
and visualisation developers to judge the suitability of differ-
ent visualisation methods, and for visualisation researchers
to gain an overview of existing work to identify research pri-
orities.

For reasons outlined here, we anticipate an increase in
the importance of visualisation for live cell imaging and
in future collaboration on this topic between biologists, vi-
sualisation developers, and visualisation researchers. First,
live cell imaging is recognised as a major growth area
in bioscience research [HGO10], and a number of ambi-
tious research consortia have been established (for example,
CellCognition, MitoCheck, and the Systems Microscopy
Consortium [HSF∗10, Mit, Sys]). Second, data analysis is
increasingly highlighted as a bottleneck [XFP∗15], as sub-
stantial support for imaging is now in place (there are at least
four microscope companies that offer live cell imaging plat-
forms [Lei, Nik, Oly, Zei], several that offer other live cell
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imaging instruments [Bec, Pha, Son, Tes], and a number of
automated live cell imaging solutions [GE ,Mol,Per]). Third,
visualisation has been singled out as having great potential
for facilitating analysis of live cell imaging data [WSB∗10].
We therefore conclude that it is critical to address the knowl-
edge gap noted above.

To this end, we present for the first time a survey of visu-
alisation for live cell imaging. In doing so, we contribute a
structured analysis to critically assess past results to inform
future work. The paper is organised as follows. We provide
a concise description of live cell imaging in Section 2. Next,
in Section 3, we describe our analytical approach. Based on
this, Section 4 contains the results of a systematic analysis of
visualisation methods for live cell imaging. This includes re-
ports on domain and data characterisation (Section 4.1), task
abstraction (Section 4.2), and visual encoding and interac-
tion design (Section 4.3). We discuss the implications of our
analysis, including a number of research gaps, in Section 5
and conclude with Section 6.

2. Live cell imaging

To provide context for our survey, we now provide a brief
overview of the live cell imaging paradigm. An exhaustive
account is beyond the scope of this paper, and we refer the
interested reader to detailed descriptions in [IJS∗07, Jen13,
WS07].

Live cell imaging involves recording images of microtitre
plates (also known as multi-well plates) containing a grid
of small depressions called wells [IJS∗07]. Every well con-
tains a small volume of the biology being studied (live cell
culture, tissue, or organism). Pipetting is used to add chem-
ical compounds to some of the wells while others are left
untreated to serve as experimental controls. The key tech-
nologies are time-lapse microscopy and subsequent image
processing [WS07]. Time-lapse microscopy captures the dy-
namic behaviour of cells by recording image sequences at
the appropriate temporal and spatial resolution. Because
manual inspection is tedious, image processing algorithms
are used to derive rich descriptive phenotypic data from the
images to allow for downstream analysis. A phenotype is
an observable characteristic such as a physiological or be-
havioural property.

Figure 1 summarises the four main steps of live cell imag-
ing: cell and compound preparation, image acquisition, im-
age processing, and data analysis and exploration [Car07,
VLH∗06]. We describe these below:

1. Cell and compound preparation. The assay plate is pre-
pared for imaging. Cell quality must be ensured, for ex-
ample, by maintaining environmental conditions [Jen13].

2. Image acquisition. The choice of imaging technique de-
pends on the aims of a study. The most popular technique
is fluorescence microscopy where fluorescent markers
enable the identification of specific structures by using

specific light wavelengths [LC05]. Fluorescent protein
genes, in particular green fluorescent protein (GFP), are
spliced into DNA close to the region that codes a target
protein [CT10]. When the target is activated, so is the flu-
orescent marker. For example, Figure 2 shows a sequence
of time-lapse images (images were originally captured
at 15 minute intervals, but selected frames are shown to
highlight important phases of the cell cycle). Just before
cell division, Cyclin B1 protein translocate to the nucleus
and become activated. This gives rise to an increased flu-
orescence intensity in the fifth and sixth frames. 2D im-
ages are most common, but techniques like confocal and
light-sheet microscopy [KSWS08], enable reconstruction
of 3D volumes from image stacks. An exhaustive discus-
sion of imaging is beyond the scope of this paper and we
refer the interested reader to surveys in [LC05, CT10].

3. Image processing. This step typically involves image
preparation, including illumination correction; image
segmentation, where objects such as cells are identi-
fied by separating them from the background; and fea-
ture extraction, where phenotypes of interest are quanti-
fied [WS07,CJL∗06]. Phenotypes often include summary
measures (such as cell counts), descriptions of morphol-
ogy (cell shape, area, or texture) and fluorescence inten-
sity (which captures protein expression). Image process-
ing produces a multidimensional data set where a vec-
tor of features is associated with every detected object.
For example, in Figure 2, by first segmenting cells and
then considering their fluorescence intensity, it is possi-
ble to derive the consecutive cell cycle phases that the cell
marked by the black arrowhead goes through before di-
vision (M1-, G1-, S-, G2-, Pro-, and Metaphase). Feature
extraction may be followed by tracking, where objects are
linked across consecutive images [JLM∗08]. This yields
time series that describe, for example, the trajectory of
a cell. Sophisticated approaches combine tracking with
event detection [ARG∗06], where key events like cell di-
vision and cell death are identified to produce cell lin-
eages: hierarchical descriptions of the genealogy of a
population of cells [GLHR09]. Figure 2 shows how the
cell indexed by a black arrowhead changes its shape and
position and, from the sixth to seventh frames, divides
into two cells.

4. Data analysis and exploration. Generally, there are two
approaches for analysing phenotypic data obtained from
live cell imaging [Car07]. First, hypothesis-driven anal-
ysis tests specific theories by quantifying and analysing
relevant features. Second, with explorative analysis, there
is no hypothesis, but a general interest in any relevant
phenotypic changes that result from perturbations. A per-
turbation is a change in a cell’s environment brought on,
for example, through disease or drug treatment. Explo-
rative analysis typically requires the computation of mul-
tiple features that are rich enough to capture many phe-
notypes [WS07].
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Cell and
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Figure 1: The time-lapse microscopy workflow (adapted

from [Car07, VLH∗06]).

A common goal of live cell imaging is to test and study
the influence of perturbations, such as chemical com-
pounds (also called small molecules), on cell phenotypes. In
drug discovery, for example, hit selection involves screen-
ing many compounds to identify those with a desired ef-
fect [WS07]. Live cell imaging also facilitates more in-depth
analysis, for example, to understand the action mechanisms
of perturbations such as anti-cancer agents [KHC∗07], or to
unravel the mechanisms of disease [VLH∗06]. As a result, it
is also an important paradigm for fundamental cell biology
research.

Based on the aims of a live cell study, an existing exper-
imental procedure is adopted or a novel one is developed.
Such an experiment design, or protocol, specifies compound
concentrations, timings, and so forth, and is referred to as
an assay [IJS∗07]. In practice, however, experiments them-
selves are often called assays or screens.

3. Approach

To inform and structure our analysis of visualisation meth-
ods for data derived from live cell imaging, we draw on re-
cent visualisation theory. We outline this work below.

3.1. Visualisation theory

The visualisation research community considers design
studies as valuable sources of insight into domain prob-
lems and visualisation design solutions [Mey13]. This partly
serves as our motivation for analysing and transferring the
knowledge captured in the existing, but fragmented work on
visualisation for live cell imaging. Further motivation is the
drive toward systemisation and theoretical reflection on visu-
alisation research. We are inspired by Sedlmair et al.’s work
on design study methodology and their emphasis, in addition
to visual design, on data and task abstraction [SMM12]. Un-
like them, however, our objective is not to propose a com-
prehensive procedure for conducting design studies, but to
structure and analyse the problem and design spaces of visu-
alisation methods for a particular domain: live cell imaging.
As we describe in Section 5.3, to some extent, our work also
relates to dynamic data visualisation more generally.

We employ Munzner’s nested model for capturing design
decisions [Mun09, MSQM13]. It conceptualises the visuali-
sation design space as an interdependent chain of consecu-
tive design components. From high- to low-level, the com-
ponents are:

Figure 2: A sequence of images obtained by time-lapse mi-

croscopy showing different phases of the cell cycle. The im-

age sequence also shows spatial orientation, morphological

changes, and the expression profile of green fluorescent pro-

tein controlled through the cyclin B1 promoter protein (in

green). A tracked cell is marked with a black arrowhead (the

phases of its cell cycle are labeled in white). From the sixth

to seventh frames the tracked cell divides into two daughter

cells. Images were originally captured at 15 minute inter-

vals, but here selected frames are shown to emphasise im-

portant phases of the tracked cell’s cell cycle.

1. Domain and data characterisation
2. Task abstraction
3. Visual encoding and interaction design
4. Algorithm design

We will use the first three of these components to structure
our analysis of visualisation methods for data derived from
live cell imaging. As prescribed by Munzner, we will apply
them in the above order. Algorithm design, the fourth com-
ponent, is beyond the scope of this paper and we encourage
the interested reader to consult the relevant cited papers for
further details.

Although Munzner’s model emphasises task abstraction,
in fact, it does not provide guidance for abstracting tasks.
To address this, we use Brehmer and Munzner’s task typol-
ogy for task abstraction [BM13]. This typology offers three
advantages. First, by prescribing a controlled vocabulary, it
structures analysis (we use bold type for prescribed terms).
Second, it bridges the gap between low- and high-level de-
scriptions, unlike other taxonomies that focus either on low-
level tasks (for example, [AES05]), or high-level intents (for
example, [LS10]). Third, it disambiguates the ends (why?)
and the means (how?) of tasks, while providing a way to
capture important contextual detail (what?).

We also considered other recent approaches to visualisa-
tion task abstraction, in particular that of Roth [Rot13], and
that of Schultz et al. [SNHS13]. We found, however, that the
former’s focus on cartographic interaction primitives and the
latter’s reliance on a formal abstract grammar make them
less suitable for our objectives.

3.2. Methodology

It has been convincingly argued that qualitative analysis sup-
ports a holistic understanding by considering visualisation in
its context of use [IZCC08]. This is the approach we take by
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Approach Papers

Spatial embedding [CBI∗08, FHWL12, GBBS09, GME03, HLLK09, PM07]
Space-time cubes [MSD06, MWV∗03, TBM∗99]
Temporal plots [GLHR09, KHC∗07, KLC∗11, MWV∗03, PKE15, SHT∗12, SMC∗06, WHN∗09]
Aggregate visualisations [BGS13, DTW∗15, CJL∗06, PKE15, SHT∗12, JKW∗08]
Dimension reduction [BSB∗11, HWKT09, SBB∗12]
Lineage diagrams [ARG∗06,CBI∗08,ENS09,FHWL12,GLHR09,KHC∗07,PKE15,SMKM10,WWB∗14,WWR∗11]

Table 1: Six classes of visualisation methods for live cell imaging with representative papers.

qualitatively analysing published research that describe vi-
sualisation methods used in a live cell imaging context. We
identified relevant work by reviewing the visualisation and
high-throughput screening literature. We found some appli-
cable papers in the visualisation literature, but most were
published at biology outlets.

A shortlist of 76 papers was compiled with input from bi-
ologists at the Broad Institute and Cardiff University. From
these, we identified 28 papers particularly relevant to this
study (see Table 1). Our criterion for inclusion was not tech-
nical novelty, though some methods are, but the application
of visualisation to support real-world analysis for live cell
imaging. Some methods, such as temporal plots, are very
popular and we picked papers with the most emphasis on
visual analysis. We cannot claim to be 100% comprehen-
sive, but believe these papers to be a representative sample
of visualisation methods for live cell imaging. For qualita-
tive studies, validity must also be considered [IZCC08]. For
this reason, and to inject rigour and counter bias, we base
our analysis on the well-motivated theoretical models and
frameworks described in Section 3.1 (as opposed to devis-
ing our own). As we show in Section 4, papers were sys-
tematically coded in terms of these frameworks: domain and
data characterisation, task abstraction, and visualisation and
interaction design.

Finally, we note that papers from biology outlets empha-
sise advances in the biological sciences and not visualisation
research. In this paper we present this work to a visualisation
audience for the first time. To a biology audience, who may
be familiar with subsets of these methods from a pragmatic
point of view, we present for the first time a broader system-
atic analysis from a visualisation perspective.

4. Results

By applying the approach outlined in Section 3, we identi-
fied six classes of visualisation methods for live cell imag-
ing: spatial embedding, space-time cubes, temporal plots,
aggregate visualisations, dimension reduction, and lineage
diagrams. Table 1 cites relevant papers for every class, Fig-
ure 3 provides diagrammatic summaries of different ap-
proaches within each class, and Figures 4–9 show selected
examples of implemented systems. Due to space constraints
and copyright restrictions, image reproductions of imple-

mentations for every individual technique is infeasible. For
this we refer the interested reader to the relevant cited pa-
pers.

As we show below, the classes of methods differ in three
respects. First, from a data perspective, their emphases range
from the positions of objects in the field of observation to
abstract data derived during post-processing. Second, from
a task perspective, they support different modes of analy-
sis emphasising, for example, temporal changes, aggregate
behaviour, or descendant relationships. Third, from a visual
design perspective they emphasise different data properties
to support different tasks. The sections below may be read
in serial, to compare different methods with respect to parts
of the analytical framework we use (see Section 3.1), or in
parallel, to consider different aspects of particular methods.

4.1. Domain and data characterisation

In this section, we characterise the users and objectives sup-
ported by the six classes of visualisation methods outlined
above. We also describe the data that these classes of meth-
ods cater for.

4.1.1. Users

Visualisation methods for live cell imaging are used by al-
gorithm developers, biochemists, bioinformaticians, cell and
molecular biologists, and geneticists.

4.1.2. Objectives

The objective common to all visualisation methods is to un-
derstand dynamic cellular behaviour and the influence of
perturbations (for example, drug treatment or disease) on
such activity. Sometimes users also want to judge the qual-
ity of post-processing algorithms. Below, we discuss specific
user objectives in more detail.

Spatial embedding. At a basic level, users are interested
in cell growth, cell movement (motility), cell shape (mor-
phology), and cell reproduction (proliferation) as captured
by phenotypes visible in the acquired images [GME03,
GBBS09, HLLK09, PM07]. Further objectives include un-
derstanding the influence of cell positions and migration,
that is, their impact on cell fate, tissue formation, organs,
and organisms [CBI∗08,FHWL12]. Spatial embeddings also
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Figure 3: Six classes of visualisation methods for live cell imaging data. (a) Spatial embedding, where cells and other structures

are visualised in the 2D or 3D field of observation. (b) Space-time cubes, where cell position is mapped to the x- and y-axis and

time is mapped to the z-axis. (c) Temporal plots include (i) plotting a derived feature as a function of time, (ii) dividing elapsed

time into intervals (x-axis) and considering feature behaviour at different generational distances from a progenitor cell (y-

axis), and (iii) showing phenotypic event sequences (x-axis) associated with different genes (y-axis). (d) Aggregate plots include

(i) standard visualisations of relationships between features such as histograms and scatterplots. (ii) Custom visualisation have

also been developed, for example: to show aggregate levels of activity for discrete spatial regions; by using glyphs that encode

data features with visual attributes including radius, line width, orientation, and so forth; by positioning proteins on a circle and

encoding protein location changes with arcs; or to show how an entire cell colony splits and merges over time. (e) Dimension

reduction, where data are considered vectors in high-dimensional space and mapped to 2D with low-dimensional projection

techniques. (f) Lineage diagrams, which show the proliferation of cells as a branching tree structure, typically oriented left-

to-right or top-to-bottom. Cell tracks can be aligned (i) by elapsed time or (ii) by successive generations. Some tools combine

some of these approaches.

serve as analytical grounding, enabling users to interpret
their data in a way that intuitively represents the spatial lo-
cations where activity occurred.

Space-time cubes. With this approach, users most often
want to confirm and present the results of image processing
algorithms [MSD06,TBM∗99]. Occasionally, they also want
to confirm and present observations made with other modes
of analysis, including quantitative analysis [MWV∗03]. We
will show how space-time cubes attempt to support this by
incorporating space and time in a single representation.

Temporal plots. User objectives share an emphasis on un-
derstanding cellular behaviour specifically related to time.
This includes analyses of temporal effects of perturba-
tions on cell development [GLHR09, SHT∗12, WHN∗09],
and temporal function of sub-cellular structures [SMC∗06,
MWV∗03, WHN∗09]. There are also users who aim to re-
fine and validate simulation models of temporal cellular be-

haviour [KHC∗07, KLC∗11], or study the temporal proper-
ties of successive generations of proliferating cells [PKE15].

Aggregate visualisations. Users want to understand cel-
lular behaviour at an aggregate level (versus single-cell
studies). Typically, this takes the form of cellular re-
sponses to perturbations at whole-experiment or sub-
population level [CJL∗06, BGS13, JKW∗08, PKE15], or at
regular temporal intervals [DTW∗15]. Occasionally, users
study higher-level biological organisations, such as cell
colonies [SHT∗12].

Dimension reduction. Some users ultimately strive for
automated statistical analyses of live cell imaging results.
To achieve this, they want to investigate results of image
classification algorithms to assess their quality [HWKT09].
Other users are interested in the influence of multiple per-
turbations on cellular behaviour, specifically to explore the
effects of different, but structurally similar chemical com-
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pounds [BSB∗11, SBB∗12]. As we will show, projecting
high-dimensional data points to 2D offers a way to address
these objectives.

Lineage diagrams. With lineage diagrams, the objective is
to understand the intra- and cross-generational behaviour of
proliferating cells. This includes temporal development, di-
visional history, key cellular events (such as cell division and
cell death), and how these aspects are interrelated [GLHR09,
CBI∗08, ENS09, PKE15]. This assists users in studying
the processes of cell differentiation into specialised cell
types [FHWL12, WWB∗14, WWR∗11]. To reliably derive
this kind of data, users also want to validate and correct im-
age processing results [ARG∗06,WWB∗14,WWR∗11], and
validate models of behaviour of cells and their progeny (that
is, their descendants) [KHC∗07, SMKM10].

4.1.3. Data

For all methods, data originate from images obtained with
time-lapse microscopy, typically fluorescent microscopy
(see Figure 2 and Section 2), and vary in the degree and
nature of post-processing applied. This often leads to mul-
timodal data that include, for example, temporal and multi-
variate components. In a few instances, simulated data are
also considered. Below, we consider in more detail the data
that the six classes of visualisation methods we identified
were designed for.

Spatial embedding. Imaging is performed at cellular or
sub-cellular resolution with sub-cellular structures, such as
nuclei [GBBS09], or whole cells [HLLK09, PM07], marked
by fluorescent proteins. Cells may be imaged at different
light excitation wavelengths to record different fluorescent
labels [HLLK09]. Such sequences of “raw” time-lapse im-
ages are transformed to obtain the following data: tempo-
ral sequences of 2D fluorescent intensity maps, each con-
taining measured fluorescence intensities for every pixel in
the corresponding image [GBBS09]; temporal sequences of
2D images or 3D volumes [CBI∗08,FHWL12]; or animated
movies constructed by sequentially animating through the
time-lapse images [PM07].

Space-time cubes. Consecutive images are processed
to produce time series that contain the spatial coordi-
nates of cells or sub-cellular structures [MSD06, MWV∗03,
TBM∗99]. Additional measures are often derived and in-
cluded, for example, fluorescence and luminosity values.

Temporal plots. Similar to space-time cubes, image data
are processed to produce temporal data sets. These include:
time series of multiple single-cell measures or of population-
level aggregate measures [MWV∗03,SMC∗06]; and cell lin-
eages that integrate time series into hierarchical descrip-
tions of cellular descendent relationships, including key cel-
lular events (such as cell division and cell death) [KHC∗07,
GLHR09,KLC∗11]. Occasionally, measures of variation are
included with time series [SHT∗12]. More complex trans-

formations can also be performed. This includes: group-
ing cells by binning elapsed time into discrete intervals and
considering cells’ generational distance from a progenitor
cell [KLC∗11, PKE15]; and time-resolved records of cellu-
lar responses to perturbations, which are further processed
to produce sequences of typical cellular events (referred to
as event-order summaries) [WHN∗09]. Simulated data ob-
tained from models of cellular behaviour are sometimes
used [GLHR09, KLC∗11].

Aggregate visualisations. Most often, aggregation relies
on images grouped by experiment. Sometimes it starts dur-
ing image acquisition by employing imaging techniques that
optimise the identification of spatially clustered cells (for ex-
ample, phase contrast imaging) [SHT∗12]. Image processing
can also be used to yield multi-dimensional data associated
with individual cells (which are aggregated during visualisa-
tion) [CJL∗06, JKW∗08], or groups of cells. These are typ-
ically measures of size, shape, and texture, but may include
assay-specific properties such as protein abundance. Image
processing may also yield time series containing the loca-
tions of cellular events [PKE15], sometimes with additional
derived measures that describe motility, morphology, and as-
sociated uncertainty [DTW∗15]. At the per-cell level, it is
possible to associate additional information, such as protein
localisation, through semi-automated markup of cells. Fur-
ther processing may then be performed to produce higher-
level summary data, such as a network where nodes repre-
sent proteins (with associated up- or down regulation) and
directed links represent changes in protein localisation cor-
responding to different stress conditions [BGS13]. For cell
colonies, directed networks can be derived to represent their
temporal splitting and merging behaviour [SHT∗12].

Dimension reduction. This approach relies on processing
to augment image data with a multidimensional vector of
features, for example, by augmenting images with statis-
tical measures [HWKT09]. A different and innovative ap-
proach is to consider the “chemical space” of a library of
small molecules that cells had been perturbed with. Here,
every molecule is represented as a multidimensional vec-
tor that captures its structural detail and is linked with cor-
responding cellular behaviour, such as protein activity lev-
els [BSB∗11, SBB∗12].

Lineage diagrams. Image processing is used to iden-
tify cells and key cellular events, and to link cells across
time [ARG∗06,ENS09,KHC∗07,PKE15,SMKM10]. These
results are integrated to produce cell lineages: hierarchical
structures that capture the developmental history of a pop-
ulation of cells from a common progenitor cell. This de-
scription includes key cellular events such as cell division
(mitosis) and cell death. Due to the complexity and chal-
lenges of the algorithmic processing required for lineage
construction, and to minimise uncertainty, this approach may
include manual curation [KHC∗07, WWB∗14, WWR∗11],
or simulation based on mathematical models of cellular
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behaviour [GLHR09]. Lineages may be linked to objects,
such as cells, identified in the original images [CBI∗08,
FHWL12].

4.2. Task abstraction

We now consider the tasks supported by the six classes of vi-
sualisation methods we identified. We first consider the ends
of the tasks (why?), then the means (how?), and then con-
sider additional contextual details (what?).

4.2.1. Why?

In this section we consider tasks related to user objectives. At
a high level, all approaches share verification and discovery

tasks [BM13], which align with the two general approaches
for analysing data obtained through live cell imaging (see
Section 2, Step 4) [Car07]. All methods also aim to present

findings. This is achieved by different combinations of lower
level tasks, described below.

Spatial embedding. Users want to discover patterns of be-
haviour, cell division, and cell specialisation into anatom-
ical structures [CBI∗08, FHWL12]. To achieve this they
must locate sub-cellular, cellular, or spatiotemporal pat-
terns of behaviour by exploring representations of flu-
orescence intensity maps [GBBS09], images [HLLK09],
volumes [CBI∗08], trajectories [FHWL12], or animated
movies [PM07]. At the lowest level, this implies identifi-

cation and comparison of regions of similar colour and in-
tensity in sub-cellular structures [GBBS09], cells [CBI∗08,
HLLK09, PM07], or classes of similar spatiotemporal be-
haviour (migration characteristics, size, shape) [FHWL12].

Space-time cubes. Although space-time cubes are pri-
marily used for presenting results [MSD06, MWV∗03,
TBM∗99], to a limited extent users are also interested in
verification of movement trajectories and classes of move-
ment [MSD06, TBM∗99]. Users locate movement patterns
and locate classes of behaviour by identifying and compar-

ing trajectories.

Temporal plots. Users want to explore temporal be-
haviour to locate behavioural similarities and differ-
ences [MWV∗03,KLC∗11,SHT∗12,WHN∗09], and classes
of behaviour [GLHR09,SMC∗06]. If known in advance, be-
havioural classes are looked up [KHC∗07, PKE15]. At a
low level, users identify and compare scenarios (for ex-
ample, different perturbarions) and classes of behaviour. In
some cases, users also identify and compare key cellular
events [MWV∗03], or event sequences [WHN∗09].

Aggregate visualisations. User objectives require explor-

ing population-level relationships between derived features,
location of sub-populations of cells where features take cer-
tain values, and location of feature thresholds where cell
properties change [CJL∗06, JKW∗08]. To achieve this, the

following is required: comparison of distributions of fea-
tures; identification of outliers, minima, and maxima in fea-
ture distributions; and comparison of the underlying “raw”
image data. Exploration of aggregate data (for example, at
the proteome or cell colony-level) helps users interpret up-
stream experimentation and data analysis to locate classes
of behaviour [BGS13, SHT∗12]. Users identify behaviour
corresponding to different experimental treatments, iden-

tify classes of behaviour, and compare classes that result
from different treatments or conditions [BGS13, DTW∗15,
PKE15, SHT∗12]. This may include comparison of associ-
ated derived measures [DTW∗15].

Dimension reduction. Users aim to locate clusters of data
items and classes identified by upstream classification algo-
rithms to explore relationships between them [PM07]. In ad-
dition to locating clusters and outliers, they must also be
compared. Thorough analysis of chemical spaces requires
additional support to browse and lookup molecules by ac-
tivity level and for exploring relationships between activ-
ity levels and compounds [BSB∗11,SBB∗12]. This involves
identification of activity levels, and identification and com-

parison of similar compounds, their structure, and activity
levels.

Lineage diagrams. Cell lineage analysis requires lookup

of cellular events, in particular cell death and differentia-
tion events, and exploring the influence of cell differen-
tiation [KHC∗07, ARG∗06, GLHR09, ENS09, SMKM10].
Users also lookup successive generations, branching pat-
terns, temporal distances, and (algorithmically) identified
classes of behaviour [FHWL12,PKE15]. This involves iden-

tification of colour-coded branches and branching points
within and across generations of progeny. To support the
need for exploring relationships between lineages and to
identify errors in upstream lineage construction, lineage di-
agrams may be combined with other visualisations such
as spatial embeddings [CBI∗08, WWB∗14, WWR∗11] and
temporal plots [PKE15]. These further enable identifica-

tion and comparison of relevant spatio-temporal behaviour
across lineages.

4.2.2. How?

Here we explore tasks related to the means by which users
analyse data. Exploratory navigation is common to all ap-
proaches and lower-level analysis is supported by different
combinations of tasks, typically filtering and selection. Vi-
sualisations are very often recorded to illustrate findings.

Spatial embedding. Users navigate spatial representa-
tions of the original field of observation, 2D images, or 3D
volumes for behaviour that confirm or contradict expecta-
tions [GME03,GBBS09]. Comparisons are made by consid-
ering images along a temporal axis, sometimes across differ-
ent imaging modalities [HLLK09]. Users view animations or
spatial trajectories embedded in 2D or 3D to analyse spatial
data with respect to time [PM07]. They navigate animations
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linearly. Users often select trajectories, or paths within tra-
jectories, to view associated data. Visualisations are anno-

tated by choosing different attributes [CBI∗08], or precom-
puted behavioural classes [FHWL12], which are mapped to
sub-cellular structures, cells or trajectories.

Space-time cubes. Users navigate trajectories to confirm
expected behaviour [MSD06, MWV∗03]. To avoid occlu-
sion, they usually filter the data [TBM∗99]. This is achieved
by selecting a subset of time series to consider based on
classes identified by classification algorithms, or by select-

ing intervals of associated features to exclude. To consider
different data properties, visual attributes such as colour are
changed by selecting data attributes to encode [TBM∗99].

Temporal plots. Users navigate plots to confirm expected
temporal behaviour [GLHR09,MWV∗03]. They can change

the type of plot or the features that are visualised [KHC∗07,
SHT∗12]. Visual attributes, like colour, are changed by
selecting data attributes to encode [SMC∗06]. Temporal
intervals can also be changed. In some cases, users de-

rive and visualise summary statistics to aggregate the data
further [KLC∗11, PKE15]. With event-order maps (which
show typical cellular event sequences), users change the
layout by aligning event sequences by a specified event
type [WHN∗09].

Aggregate visualisations. Users change encodings by al-
tering the plot type [CJL∗06, JKW∗08]. The data granular-
ity can also be changed by viewing data per experiment,
for subsets of images, or for subsets of cells [DTW∗15,
PKE15]. For selected data elements, users sometimes im-

port underlying images or additional associated informa-
tion. Users can change the focus to subsets of data by se-

lection [BGS13], or can select different data attributes to
visually encode [SHT∗12]. Data are filtered by specify-
ing feature values or intervals to remove. To capture their
insights, users annotate views with thresholds, where be-
havioural changes are visually observed, or derive statistical
summaries [JKW∗08].

Dimension reduction. By encoding the results of pre-
computed clusters, users can annote views with contextual
cues [HWKT09]. When available, users also consider linked
views, such as aggregate visualisations [BSB∗11, SBB∗12].
They select data in these views to change the main view.
Users also filter data based on associated features by spec-
ifying values or intervals to remove. Often they select data
points to import associated information such as high resolu-
tion images or chemical descriptions of molecules.

Lineage diagrams. The descendant hierarchy is navigated

with emphasis on its temporal, generational, and branch-
ing structure [KHC∗07, SMKM10]. Users change the event
types, or other features, that are encoded by colour or tex-
ture [ENS09, GLHR09]. They select branching points to
change the visualisation, for example, by showing subsets of
data [ARG∗06]. They also select layouts that either empha-
sise elapsed time or successive generations of cells within

lineages [PKE15]. Filtering is performed by specifying fea-
ture values or class membership to exclude [FHWL12]. If
provided, users select time points on lineage diagrams to
view corresponding time points in linked views (such as spa-
tial embeddings) [CBI∗08]. To correct errors, some tools al-
low users to change the lineage structure or image process-
ing parameters [WWB∗14, WWR∗11].

4.2.3. What?

Below, we provide contextual detail related to user tasks. In
all cases, input are the data described in Section 4.1.3 and
output are small collections of selected images or visualisa-
tions for inclusion in presentations, reports, and papers. Vi-
sual analysis is often performed interchangeably with other
modes of analysis, for example, statistical procedures. Based
on intermediate findings, users may also run additional ex-
periments [HLLK09].

Spatial embedding. Users sometimes augment their vi-
sual analysis with other visualisation techniques, for exam-
ple, temporal plots of features obtained from image pro-
cessing [HLLK09]. Increasingly, visualisation tools com-
bine spatial representations with other visualisation methods
such as lineage diagrams [CBI∗08, FHWL12].

Space-time cubes. Visual analysis may be preceded by
quantitative analysis, for example, to classify trajectories and
select a smaller subset of trajectories to visualise. Space-time
cubes are usually employed in a supportive role during more
rigorous analysis such as quantitative and statistical assess-
ments [MSD06].

Temporal plots. Visual analysis is often performed in par-
allel to statistical analysis, while conducting further experi-
ments [WHN∗09].

Aggregate visualisations. In addition to screen captures,
outputs include subsets of data elements, grouped by filter-
ing criteria, and statistical summaries [JKW∗08]. This may
serve as input to further analysis. In recent work, the spatial
field of observation serves as a frame of reference for show-
ing aggregate visualisations [DTW∗15, PKE15].

Dimension reduction. The multidimensional data associ-
ated with images originate from statistical analysis or from
features derived during image processing. The availability
of standardised graphical representations of chemical com-
pounds (structural formula) have been leveraged by annotat-
ing visualisations with these [BSB∗11, SBB∗12].

Lineage diagrams. The analysis of lineage diagrams is of-
ten preceded by in-depth quantitative analysis [KHC∗07],
or modelling [GLHR09]. As noted, users may also refer to
other visual representations while interpreting lineage dia-
grams, in particular, spatial embedding [ENS09], or tempo-
ral plots [PKE15].
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4.3. Visual encoding and interaction design

We now consider visual encodings and interaction design,
which vary widely. Visual encoding and interaction de-
sign are a function of data properties and the charac-
teristics of user tasks described above (see Sections 4.1
and 4.2) [Mun09, PvW09].

Spatial embedding. Whether 2D or 3D, spatial embed-
dings use position within the original field of observation
as the primary visual mapping (see Figure 3(a)(i) and Fig-
ure 3(a)(ii)). Pure image-based techniques do not contain
further visual encoding (Figure 2), with the exception of
superimposing fluorescence intensity onto images with a
colour map [GBBS09]. Images may be displayed to em-
phasise their sequential nature (Figure 3(a)(iii)), typically
by positioning them along a horizontal axis [HLLK09].
To assist users in comparing different imaging modali-
ties, different tracks of images that share a temporal axis,
may be shown along the vertical axis. Another approach
is to present images as frames in an animated movie (Fig-
ure 3(a)(iii)) [PM07].

More advanced approaches embed visualisations of sub-
cellular and cellular objects, and of cellular events iden-
tified during image analysis in the 2D or 3D space of
observation. This enables derived attributes to be mapped
onto objects within the spatial frame of reference (see
Figure 4(a)) [CBI∗08]. The temporal dimension is some-
times visualised by showing object trajectories, for ex-
ample of cells, directly in the plane or volume (Fig-
ure 4(b)) [FHWL12].

For pure image-based approaches, interaction support
ranges from none to rudimentary, while animations are typ-
ically viewed with standard video viewers that offer func-
tionality such as play, pause, rewind, and forward. More ad-
vanced approaches offer spatial embeddings linked to other
views, for example, lineage diagrams [CBI∗08]. Apart from
capabilities such as panning and zooming, interaction meth-
ods like brushing enable users to highlight and select objects
across views. Using standard widgets, users can specify sub-
sets of objects to filter out, for example, by indicating a spe-
cific temporal interval.

Space-time cubes. The time series derived from high-
throughput screening represent the trajectories of cells or
sub-cellular structures as a temporal sequence of x- and
y-positions. Space-time cubes encode these trajectories as
curves in 3D by mapping the positions to the x- and y-axis
and by mapping time to the z-axis (see Figure 3(b)). Addi-
tional features associated with the time series, such as mea-
sures of displacement, are often encoded on the curves with
colour (see Figure 5) [MSD06, MWV∗03, TBM∗99]. Stan-
dard interactive capabilities are typically offered for pan-
ning, rotation, and zooming. Occlusion is often a problem
and to address this, users can remove trajectories from the
visualisation by using filtering techniques.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Examples of spatial embedding. (a) Visualisation

of cells at their spatial locations within an embryo. User-

selected cells have been highlighted. Image reproduced

from [CBI∗08], with permission from the authors and SPIE.

c©2008 Society of Photo Optical Instrumentation Engineers.

(b) Visualisation of cell trajectories within their spatial field

of observation. Trajectories with similar geometric proper-

ties and orientation are shown in the same colour. Image

courtesy of Jens Fangerau, also see [FHWL12].

Temporal plots. The most common approach is to en-
code time series of derived features as a function of time
with bar or line charts [GLHR09, MWV∗03, SMC∗06] (see
Figure 3(c)(i)). Time series may also be derived from more
complex data, for example, the totals of cellular events per
generation may be obtained from cell lineages [KHC∗07].
When charts encode an aggregate quantity, they are some-
times augmented by encoding associated variation, or un-
certainty, with error bars [PKE15], or an envelope around
the curve (see Figure 6) [SHT∗12].

More complex visualisations have also been developed.
For example, a matrix can be defined by mapping elapsed
time, divided into discrete intervals, to the x-axis and by
mapping to the y-axis the generational distance of cells from
a progenitor cell [KLC∗11]. The intersections of these axes
define different stages in an experiment (see Figure 3(c)(ii)).
This approach has been used to compare plots of distribu-
tions of cells of real experiments to simulated data at each
of these experimental stages. Another approach uses event-
order maps to encode sequences of typical cellular events
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Figure 5: An example of a space-time cube. Cell trajectories

that have been identified by an object tracking algorithm are

visualised by embedding them within a volume defined by x-

and y-position, and time. Image reproduced from [TBM∗99],

with permission from the authors and PNAS. c©1999 The

National Academy of Sciences.

associated with different genes [WHN∗09]. An event se-
quence is encoded by a horizontal strip of colour swatches
that represent event types. Genes are mapped to the y-axis
with event sequence strips shown at corresponding vertical
positions (Figure 3(c)(iii)).

The reviewed literature does not report on the degree of
interactive support for bar and line charts, but it is straight-
forward to extend them with standard interactive capabil-
ities (brushing, selection, and filtering). The matrix-based
representation of experimental stages provides limited in-
teraction by allowing users to generate additional summary
plots [KLC∗11]. By enabling users to centre event-order
strips around different event types, event-order maps sup-
port interactive exploration of the genetic impact of event
patterns relative to different even types [WHN∗09].

Aggregate visualisations. One approach is to visualise
aggregates using well-known techniques that support flex-
ible analysis (see Figure 3(d)(i)). These include [CJL∗06,
JKW∗08]: histograms to show the distribution of values over
predefined intervals or bins, for example, the distribution of
cells by their DNA content (Figure 7(a)); scatterplots to con-
sider relationships between pairs of derived measures, for
example, overall cell area × cell nucleus area (Figure 7(a));
parallel coordinate plots to consider an arbitrary number of
measures [Ins85]; and density plots where, for a pair of mea-

Figure 6: Examples of temporal plots. Different derived

measures that characterise cell colony development are vi-

sualised as a function of time. This is a rare example of

also visualising variation, here as an envelope around each

curve (with the exception of the first plot). Image reproduced

from [SHT∗12], with permission from the authors and un-

der the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

sures, the number of data points that map to a particular co-
ordinate are colour-coded.

A second general approach for aggregate data is to de-
velop custom visual encodings (see Figure 3(d)(ii)). Some
researchers divide the spatial field of observation into a small
number of discrete regions and summarise levels of activity,
including the variation from average behaviour, for each re-
gion (Figure 7(b)) [PKE15]. This is achieved by mapping
activity levels to heat maps and the height of bars shown in
each region. Glyphs can also be used to summarise a number
of derived features, typically describing motility or morphol-
ogy, for different classes of cells (for example, for different
treatment conditions) [DTW∗15]. Within the spatial field of
observation, such glyphs can be combined with cellular tra-
jectories to summarise derived features for predefined tem-
poral intervals.

Two further methods were developed to visualise net-
works that summarise aggregate cellular and sub-cellular
behaviour. To visualise the changes in a proteome under
stress conditions, a circular network graph is used (see Fig-
ure 7(c)) [BGS13]. Nodes encode proteins and are posi-
tioned on the circumference of a circle while changes in
protein location (the links in the underlying network) are
encoded with directed arcs between nodes. Protein up- and
down-regulation are encoded by the height of bars juxta-
posed with the nodes on the circumference. As another ex-
ample, a stream-like visualisation, oriented top-to-bottom,
was developed to encode a network that describes the evo-
lution of a cell colony (Figure 3(d)(ii)) [SHT∗12]. Here the
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 7: Examples of aggregate visualisations. (a) A histogram shows the distribution of cells by cell area, and a

scatterplot shows the relationship between mean cell area (x-axis) and mean nucleus area (y-axis). Images reproduced

from [JKW∗08], with permission from the authors and under the terms of the Create Commons Attribution License (http:

//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0). (b) Aggregate levels of activity, and variation from it, are shown for discrete

sub-regions of the spatial field of observation. Image reproduced from [PKE15], with permission from the authors and John Wi-

ley & Sons Ltd. c©2015 The Authors and Computer Graphics Forum, c©2015 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley &

Sons Ltd. (c) Proteins are mapped to the circumference of a circle and arcs encode changes in protein locations for a particular

permutation (or stress condition). Image courtesy of Maya Schuldiner, also see [BGS13].

forking and joining of streams encode the splits and mergers
of a colony, while additional features are encoded by colour.

The suite of plots offered by CellProfiler Analyst provides
well-designed interactive support [JKW∗08]. Users can in-
teractively generate new plots, change the plot type and data
attributes to encode. Standard interaction methods such as
brushing, selection, filtering, and drill-down are provided.
For the custom visualisations, the level of interaction support
is less clear [BGS13,DTW∗15,SHT∗12], although it should
be relatively simple to extend these methods with standard
interactive capabilities.

Dimension reduction. The point of departure is to con-
sider feature vectors associated with the data as points in
high-dimensional space. This may include statistical prop-
erties that describe images, features that quantify prop-
erties of cells, or vectors that capture the structure of
molecules [HWKT09,BSB∗11,SBB∗12]. Dimension reduc-
tion techniques, such as multidimensional scaling, princi-
pal component analysis, or Sammon mapping are then used
to project these points onto the 2D plane such that they
are drawn near each other when their corresponding vec-
tors are proximate in high-dimensional space [Fod02] (see

Figures 3(e)(a)). The corresponding data elements, images
or representations of molecules, are rendered at these lo-
cations (Figure 8(a)). Associated features, such as precom-
puted classes of images or activity levels of molecules are
mapped to visual attributes such as colour and size.

Not all implementations of dimension reduction offer
flexible interaction. However, through well-designed inter-
action supported by linked views, HiTSEE greatly enhances
the analysis process (see Figure 8(b)) [BSB∗11, SBB∗12].
Users can directly interact with a list of molecules, sorted
by activity level, to select a subset of molecules to visualise.
From here, they are able to browse and compare structurally
similar molecules. The designers have leveraged the well-
understood semantics of standardised graphical representa-
tions used in chemistry, by allowing users to annotate visu-
alisations with chemical diagrams.

Lineage diagrams. Cell lineages are typically visualised
with directed node-link diagrams that place the root at the
left, with the lineage hierarchy displayed from left-to-right
(see Figure 3(f)(i)) [KHC∗07, GLHR09, PKE15], or the
root at the top, with the lineage hierarchy displayed top-to-
bottom [ARG∗06, ENS09, SMKM10]. With this approach,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Examples of dimension reduction. (a) Images that

have been annotated with derived measures that charac-

terise sub-cellular localisation are projected to 2D. This

results in images with similar characteristics being posi-

tioned near each other. Image reproduced from [HWKT09],

with permission from the authors and under the terms

of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0). (b) Dimen-

sion reduction is also used in combination with other vi-

sualisations. Here, in the centre, small molecules are pro-

jected to 2D based on descriptions of their chemical struc-

ture to support users in studying the effect of structurally

similar compounds on cellular behaviour. This approach is

interesting in that, instead of visualising cells, it visualises

the “chemical space” of a library of molecules that cells

had been perturbed with. Image reproduced from [SBB∗12],

with permission from the authors and under the terms

of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0).

branching points encode cell division events, leading to the
birth of two daughter cells, and leaves encode cell death
events or the termination of the experiment. Branch lengths
encode the elapsed time between cell birth and cell division
or cell death. A layout that aligns branches per generation,

as opposed to absolute elapsed time, has also been devel-
oped (Figure 3(f)(ii)) [PKE15]. Typically, branches may be
colour-coded to represent associated features derived during
image processing. Users can pick different derived features
to map to the diagrams [GLHR09,ENS09]. Such approaches
are often used for static analysis or for the presentation of
findings.

Tools like ProgeniTRAK provide limited interaction ca-
pabilities for querying features associated with cellular
events [KHC∗07]. Recent work emphasises interactive anal-
ysis more. This is achieved by making linked views a funda-
mental part of the design, for example, by linking lineage di-
agrams with spatial embeddings (see Figure 9(a)) [CBI∗08],
or temporal plots [PKE15]. Brushing enables users to corre-
late the structural and spatial dimensions of the data. As tools
like LEVER and LEVER-3D illustrate, this can be combined
with the ability to correct lineages and image processing pa-
rameters on the fly [WWB∗14, WWR∗11].

Another approach analyses tracks in the lineage structure
to cluster paths into similar behavioural classes [FHWL12].
Going further, the approach taken with Cell-o-pane en-
ables users to group lineages according to associated meta-
data (which typically describe experimental parameters) to
identify and investigate particular scenarios [PKE15]. Both
methods enable users to compare and analyse the spatiotem-
poral and structure characteristics across multiple lineages.
With the former, lineage diagrams are shown in a 3D spa-
tial embedding of the data (Figure 9(b)). The latter aligns
lineages by elapsed time or by generation, and the user is
further supported by linked spatial and temporal plots (Fig-
ure 9(c)).

5. Discussion

Visualisation is typically advocated as an effective and effi-
cient approach to obtain insight from data. This is achieved
by exploiting the power of the human perceptual sys-
tem [CMS99, Nor06]. Indeed, the work surveyed above
shows that visualisation already plays an important part in
the analysis of phenotypic data obtained from live cell imag-
ing to understand the biological processes that these data sets
capture.

As we argued in Section 1, interest in and work on visual-
isation for live cell imaging data is likely to expand. By pro-
viding an overview of all approaches that have been devel-
oped to date, our analysis will enable biologists, visualisa-
tion developers, and visualisation researchers to evaluate the
advantages and disadvantages of these methods. This will
allow them to make more informed decisions of appropriate
visualisation methods for their data and tasks. However, for
visualisation to optimally support the analysis of data de-
rived from live cell imaging, our analysis also highlights a
number of remaining research gaps. We discuss these below.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 9: Examples of lineage diagrams. (a) At the left, descendent relationships between cells are visualised as a tree. The

layout is from top-to-bottom and by elapsed time. This is combined with a linked view at the right, which visualises the cells

in a spacial embedding. Image reproduced from [CBI∗08], with permission from the authors and SPIE. c©2008 Society of

Photo Optical Instrumentation Engineers. (b) It is also possible to directly embed the cell lineage structure in the spatial field

of observation. Image courtesy of Jens Fangerau, also see [FHWL12]. (c) Lineage diagrams can be combined with multiple

linked views to support flexible analysis of cellular behaviour, including spatial, temporal, and descendent relationships. At

the bottom, to facilitate comparison, multiple lineage diagrams are shown left-to-right along the same x-axis, and aligned

by generation. Image reproduced from [PKE15], with permission from the authors and John Wiley & Sons Ltd. c©2015 The

Authors and Computer Graphics Forum, c©2015 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

5.1. Broad analytical context

In the majority of cases considered, visualisation is inter-
spersed with other modes of analysis. This includes deriv-
ing quantitative features, statistical analysis, modelling, sim-
ulation, and machine learning. Due to the rigour required
of biomedical research, insights and hypotheses from visual
analysis are often not considered sufficient and are further
investigated with rigorous qualitative analysis (for example,
[HLLK09,SMC∗06]). Users often employ several visual and
non-visual methods as and where needs arise. In addition,

there is a trend of distributing data capture and analysis ef-
forts across multiple institutions [WSB∗10].

This raises the issue of provenance, or how successions
of data transformations, analysis workflows, and conclu-
sions are captured to ensure reproducibility and to enable
validation. Past efforts include using metadata to describe
the history of data resources [SPG05]. Visual reasoning re-
quires more than data provenance, however, and the visuali-
sation research community has responded by enabling users
to maintain visual interaction histories, to annotate represen-
tations, and to share visualisations [HS12].
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In a live cell imaging context it is not clear how visu-
alisation systems should be designed to cater for a frag-
mented and non-cohesive analysis environment. In partic-
ular, how can provenance be guaranteed in such a context?
One strategy, which is promoted by the visual analytics com-
munity [KKEM10], is a much tighter integration of visual-
isation with non-visual analysis methods. Indeed, from our
analysis we conclude that when objectives and tasks can be
well-defined in advance, this approach has been shown to
work [FHWL12,WHN∗09,JKW∗08,WWB∗14,WWR∗11].
In general, however, it imposes significant technical and
practical challenges to move beyond visualisation methods
targeted at specific narrowly scoped problems [WSB∗10].

Another way to address the challenge of broad analytical
context would be to develop ontology-aware visualisation
tools. Ontologies, such as the hugely successful Gene Ontol-
ogy, are widely used in the biosciences to structure knowl-
edge [The00]. An ontology provides a controlled vocabulary
for a particular field of inquiry, encourages assimilation and
transfer of new insight into existing knowledge precepts, and
enables effective querying and interoperability between dif-
ferent databases [Bar03]. In the first instance, there is scope
for developing visualisation methods that conform to partic-
ular ontologies. A more ambitious goal might be to develop
methods that cater for an arbitrary ontology by conforming
to existing ontology standards.

Ways of dealing with its broad analytical context could
facilitate a step-change in visualisation for live cell imaging.
In this respect, more design studies that explicitly charac-
terise objectives and data, describe tasks, and link these to
visual and interaction design decisions would help shed light
on both the problem and the design space [BM13, Mey13,
Mun09, SMM12]. In this respect, the recent founding of the
Symposium on Biological Data Visualization and its empha-
sis on design studies is a welcome development [Sym].

5.2. Behavioural comparisons

All user tasks relate to studying and understanding cellular
behaviour. This includes analysis of phenotypic responses to
perturbations such as drugs, disease, or other experimental
conditions [BSB∗11, BGS13, CJL∗06, DTW∗15, GLHR09,
HLLK09, JKW∗08, KHC∗07, PKE15, SBB∗12, SMKM10];
and analysis of cellular development including cell spe-
cialisation, spatial, and temporal function of cellular and
sub-cellular structures [ARG∗06, CBI∗08, GBBS09, PM07,
MWV∗03,SHT∗12,SMC∗06,WHN∗09,ENS09,WWB∗14].
To achieve this, users are often interested in modelling
and algorithmic extraction of behaviour, and validation of
the results [FHWL12, GME03, MSD06, TBM∗99, KLC∗11,
HWKT09, WWR∗11].

There is a persistent interest in behaviour as a function
of time and, consequently, many visualisation methods em-
phasise temporal patterns. Three classes of methods explic-
itly map data to a temporal axis (space-time cubes, temporal

plots, and lineage diagrams; see Figure 3(b), (c), and (f)).
The latter caters for users who study temporal behaviour in
the context of successive generations of cells. Aggregate be-
haviour is also important and multivariate data visualisation
methods such as scatterplots, histograms, parallel coordinate
plots, density plots, and glyphs are used to analyse relation-
ships between derived features independently of time (ag-

gregate visualisations; see Figure 3(d)).

Other approaches for visualising behaviour include ani-
mation [PM07], and dimension reduction. These approaches
may not be optimal. Research has shown that animation of-
ten leads to interpretation errors [RFF∗08], and that view-
ing 3D space on a 2D interface introduces perceptual chal-
lenges [War01]. With dimension reduction [HWKT09], the
domain semantics of the high-dimensional distances that
these methods preserve are unclear and it is difficult for users
to relate visual patterns to data characteristics. However, by
clearly defining the meaning of proximity, for example as
structural similarity of chemical compounds, and by pro-
viding linked views that support a set of well-defined tasks,
Bertini et al. and Strobelt. et al. show how this approach can
support meaningful analysis [BSB∗11, SBB∗12].

Our survey also shows that comparison is an important
and recurring task type. To facilitate comparison, most of
the methods that we reviewed use superposition, for exam-
ple, by showing multiple time series plots on a shared sys-
tem of axes [SMC∗06], or by mapping multiple cell lineages
to the same spatial embedding [FHWL12]. However, as the
size of live cell imaging data sets increase, this approach is
likely to face scalability problems, for example, Gleicher et
al. point out the associated challenges of visual clutter and
occlusion [GAW∗11].

In addition to superposition, Gleicher et al. identify two
other approaches to facilitate visual comparison tasks: jux-
taposition and the explicit encoding of relationships between
data elements. Some of the reviewed work takes this ap-
proach, for example, to show aggregated spatial and tempo-
ral activity [PKE15], or to enable users to compare glyphs
of aggregated derived measures side-by-side [DTW∗15].
Nonetheless, there is a need for more targeted studies of
comparison tasks and further exploration of the design space
to support such tasks within the context of live cell imag-
ing. As an example of critically reconsidering design con-
ventions, the designers of HiTSEE question the suitability
to biological data of the dominant design mantra of con-
verging from high-level overviews of entire datasets to sub-
sets [Shn96]. They convincingly show that users are some-
times better served by the ability to target and explore
small neighbourhoods within large data spaces [BSB∗11,
SBB∗12].

5.3. Dynamic data visualisation

There is a clear relationship between visualising behaviour
captured by live cell imaging data and the more general chal-
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lenge of dynamic data visualisation, which is concerned with
visualising data where one or more variables change over
time. A comprehensive discussion of the topic is beyond the
scope of this paper, but a few observations are relevant. First,
we argue that the analysis in this paper offers a valuable, al-
beit application-specific, contribution to the literature on dy-
namic data visualisation.

Second, recent work by Bach et al. offers a useful ap-
proach for reflecting on the design space of dynamic data
visualisation [BDA∗14]. The authors model the visualisa-
tion of dynamic temporal data as operations on a conceptual
space-time cube (unlike our discussion in Section 4, the au-
thors stress that this work is not about space-time cubes as a
visualisation method, per se). They show how different ways
of visualising spatial or abstract data that involves a tempo-
ral dimension, correspond to slices through, compressions
of, or other transformations of space-time. In the spirit of
Bach et al. and others [PvW09], we recommend that biolo-
gists, visualisation developers, and visualisation researchers
working with live cell imaging data critically consider the
following. What aspects of their data are being emphasised
by visualisations? And, importantly, what characteristics are
being suppressed?

Third, from a research perspective, live cell imaging offers
both a valuable test bed for dynamic data visualisation and
stands to gain from this body of work. As we wrote in Sec-
tion 1, the aim of this paper is to survey existing visualisation
methods for live cell imaging data. However, a plethora of
visualisation methods have been developed for dynamic data
visualisation [AMM∗07,AMST11]. There is great scope for
investigating if and how these approaches carry over to live
cell imaging. For example, to pick up on a previous point,
what are the circumstances (if any) under which animation
adds value [TMB02]? Also, visualisation for movement data
is a burgeoning field of research [AA13]. Although this work
focuses on geographical space and single object trajectories,
do some of the principles that have been developed also ap-
ply to live cell imaging data? Much more work is needed
to investigate these and other open questions in a live cell
imaging context.

5.4. Data modality, uncertainty, and curation

The cases considered in this paper show that, in a live cell
imaging context, visualisation supports effective analysis for
different data modalities and different levels of abstraction.
This includes “raw” images obtained during image acquisi-
tion and derived data obtained during subsequent image pro-
cessing: spatio-temporal data, time series, multidimensional
feature vectors, and more complex structures such as cell
lineages.

Yet, there is limited flexibility for the visual analysis of
different data modalities and abstraction levels in an inte-
grated fashion. Most of the approaches considered provide

representations of a particular data modality at a particular
level-of-detail. As Amar and Stasko argue, this lack of flex-
ibility is likely to hinder users’ ability to move beyond sim-
plistic and static cognitive models of the phenomena their
data describe [AS05]. Notable exceptions are CellProfiler
Analyst, which enables users to consider data aggregates,
select subsets, and view underlying images, and approaches
that enable users to combine visual analysis of structural ab-
stractions with spatial representations [CBI∗08, FHWL12,
PKE15, WWB∗14, WWR∗11].

A related issue is that of data uncertainty. With a few
exceptions [DTW∗15, PKE15, SHT∗12], none of the cases
reviewed explicitly deal with data uncertainty or variation.
Most existing visualisation tools for live cell imaging data,
like visualisation methods more generally, are designed with
the assumption that data capture clean causal relationships
and, hence, do not reveal uncertainty [AS05, SLSR10]. This
is remarkable, given the complex workflows of data ac-
quisition and post-processing typically encountered and the
importance of quality control in high-throughput screen-
ing [BFHC12].

According to Saraiya et al. users in the biological sci-
ences adopt a critical stance towards automation and pre-
fer to have the ability to organise, review, and correct re-
sults [SND05]. As an example from live cell imaging, deriv-
ing cell lineages from sequences of images relies on accu-
rate detection of cellular events. This is a complex an error-
prone undertaking, which often requires manual interven-
tion [KHC∗07]. Well-designed visual curation tools hold the
potential to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of such
approaches, which are currently cumbersome. By providing
examples of how this can be achieved, Wait et al. and Win-
ter et al. make a good case for further work in this direc-
tion [WWB∗14, WWR∗11].

5.5. Interactive support

Visual representations communicate meaning to users and
this relay can be optimised by providing a feedback loop
from the user back to the visualisation [War04]. Con-
sequently, a central tenet of visualisation research is to
enable users to become active participants in analysis
through interaction with, and real-time updates of, visuali-
sations [CMS99].

Many biologists visualise their data using standard im-
age viewers or movie players [PM07], volume visualisa-
tion software [GME03], or plotting tools [SMC∗06]. This
implies that to select data subsets or different data at-
tributes, new visualisation have to be generated, which cur-
tails interactive exploration. Some approaches, like Pro-
geniTRAK [KHC∗07], event-order maps [WHN∗09], and
protein-localisation networks [BGS13], offer limited inter-
action capabilities and in this way start supporting rudimen-
tary interrogative analysis.
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In contrast, our review of papers that describe fully
interactive tools like Cell-o-pane [PKE15], CellPro-
filer Analyst [JKW∗08], HitSEE [BSB∗11, SBB∗12],
LEVER [WWR∗11], and LEVER-3D [WWB∗14], show
that these support complex explorative analysis workflows
across multiple coordinated views. They generate new in-
sights that would be very challenging without interactive
visualisation. This suggests that properly design interaction
support has the potential to dramatically improve the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of visualisation for live cell imag-
ing. Yet, many papers aimed at biomedical researchers do
not thoroughly discuss interaction (for example, [ARG∗06,
GLHR09, GBBS09, HLLK09, MWV∗03, SHT∗12]). This
highlights a missed opportunity for the biology research
community to reflect more on the very important role that
interaction can play.

From a visualisation perspective, there is also a case to
be made for critically reevaluating conventional interaction
strategies for live cell imaging, and high-throughput screen-
ing, in general. In particular, the point raised earlier about
reconsidering entrenched interaction strategies also applies
here (see Section 5.2, above).

5.6. Presentation and narration

Our analysis revealed that a major objective of visualisation
for live cell imaging, in addition to supporting analysis, is to
present and communicate findings to wider audiences. This
includes the transfer of data and knowledge between peers,
communication across disciplinary boundaries, and the gen-
eration of diverse research outputs. In fact, the output from
nearly every case considered have been visualisations to be
included in publications, reports, and supplementary mate-
rial. Moreover, and related to the discussion in Section 5.1,
the results that users wish to present visually are just as likely
to originate from visual analysis as from non-visual investi-
gation (for example, quantitative analysis, statistical tests, or
machine learning).

The shift from a focus purely on analysis (the visualisa-
tion research community’s traditional preoccupation) to one
that also includes explicit communication raises important
questions about the presentation of data and about fitting vi-
sualisations into cohesive narratives [KM13]. For a start, it
might make sense to consider the consumers of such com-
municative visualisations as users in their own right. This
has implications for the design of visualisation methods. The
most suitable representation for analysis is not necessarily
the most suitable for communicating results where, for ex-
ample, interactivity is usually absent [MLF∗12]. Possible
solutions to the challenge of effectively presenting findings
graphically may be addressed by publishing visualisations
as scripted walkthroughs [HS12], but then raises questions
about standard protocols for reporting results.

In general, the relationship between visualisation for anal-
ysis versus visualisation for presentation and narration is

under-researched. Visualisation for live cell imaging, in par-
ticular, would benefit greatly from a better understanding of
this issue.

6. Conclusion

Live cell imaging is an important emerging paradigm for
biomedical research where automated high-content or high-
throughput experiments, image capture, and image process-
ing are routinely used to produce rich phenotypic data sets.
The goal of achieving best-practice and implementing stan-
dards for data analysis through a multi-disciplinary endeav-
our (including but not restricted to visualisation) suggests an
ambitious future for this area.

Visualisation can play an important role in the interroga-
tion of phenotypic data derived from live cell imaging, but
results have been reported in an ad hoc and fragmented fash-
ion. As a result, there is a knowledge gap between the biol-
ogy and visualisation research communities. We have argued
that it is critical to address this gap. First, this will enable bi-
ologists and visualisation developers to evaluate the advan-
tages and disadvantages of different visualisation methods
that may be applicable to specific users, objectives, and data.
Second, it will allow visualisation researchers to obtain an
overview of existing work, identify shortcomings in current
research results, and prioritise their efforts to address these.

In this paper we have addressed this knowledge gap by
surveying how visualisation is used in a live cell imaging
context. Using recent theoretical frameworks and typolo-
gies, we analysed current approaches toward visualisation
for live cell imaging. We identified six classes of approach:
spatial embedding, space-time cubes, temporal plots, aggre-
gate visualisations, dimension reduction, and lineage dia-
grams. Based on our analysis, we also identified six priorities
for further work aimed at visualisation for live cell imag-
ing: the broad analytical context of analysis; the recurring
importance of behavioural comparisons; links with dynamic
data visualisation; the consequences of different data modal-
ities and scale, including managing uncertainty and curation;
current shortcomings of interactive support; and the signifi-
cance of the presentation and narration of results.

Our analysis suggests that, by focusing on these aspects,
visualisation designers from both the visualisation and bi-
ology communities, will be able to design more effective
and efficient visualisation methods for data derived from
live cell imaging. Moreover, for members of the visualisa-
tion research community, the work presented in this paper
should serve as a valuable domain characterisation and a
critical overview of existing approaches toward visualisation
for live cell imaging, many of which were reported in biol-
ogy research outlets. Finally, we argue that work such as that
presented here is important to enable systematic and theory-
based reflection on visualisation research and to guide future
work. This will become increasingly important as more vi-
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sualisation development occurs outside the confines of the
visualisation research community.
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